
The link between particle properties (size, 
composition, shape, internal structure, packaging) 

and their IOPs. 

• Mie theory provides a prediction of IOPs from 
size and bulk composition (àcomplex refractive 
index), for homogenous spheres

• We often are interested in the inverse problem:  
given IOPs, what are the properties of the 
particles?  Modeling is a useful tool.

• How well do model predictions hold up for non-
spherical, non-homogenous particles?



Scattering of light by spherical particles (Mie scattering).

The problem (Bohren and Huffman, 1983):

Given a particle of a specified size, shape and optical properties that is 
illuminated by an arbitrarily polarized monochromatic wave, determine the 
electromagnetic field at all points in the particles and at all points of the 
homogeneous medium in which it is embedded.

Mie theory assumes that the incident wave is a collimated plane harmonic wave 
impinging on a homogeneous spherical particle. 



What particles scatter/absorb in the ocean?

Phytoplankton:

Variable in shape, size and pigment composition.

à Variable in scattering and absorption properties



What particles scatter/absorb in the ocean?

Non-algal particles:  Organic and inorganic.

Sand

http://www.aad.gov.au/default.asp

Aggregates:

Silt

Variable in scattering and absorption properties

clay



What are the particle properties of interest?



• Size – characteristic length scale of particle (e.g. µ
Volume1/3). What is the size of a non-spherical object?

• Composition – characterized by the bulk index of refraction 
of the particle. How does the particle change the light speed 
compared to ambient water?

• Shape – how much does it depart from a sphere?  What is 
the surface roughness (amplitude, length scale)?

• Internal structure – inhomogeneities within the particle 
(membrane, cytoplasm, chloroplast, vacuole).

• Porosity or “packaging” – How “solid” the particle is. Ratio 
of interstitial water volume to total volume.

Some relevant properties



Why might we care about optical theory and Mie’s solution?

These solutions provide a calibration to our sensors (LISST, bb, 
flow-cytometers). 

In addition, for a given concentration of particles of a given 
size/wavelength ratio and index of refraction we expect a given 
signal (some are shape independent).



Why might we care about optical theory and Mie’s solution?

These solutions provide a calibration to our sensors (LISST, bb, 
flow-cytometers). 

In addition, for a given concentration of particles of a given 
size/wavelength ratio and index of refraction we expect a given 
signal (some are shape independent).

Examples (from optics class alumni!)
• Rebecca Green – used Mie theory to analyze flow-cytometer data, 

assigning size based on forward and side scattering of single cells.

• Giorgio Dall’Olmo – used Mie theory to analyze diel cycles in optical 
properties.

• Tiho Kostadinov – used Mie theory to look at effects of changes of 
population PSD on Rrs.



The inverse problem
Find the optical constants consistent with absorption measurements of a 
phytoplankton culture (Bricaud and Morel, 1986)

Absorption measurements:

Anomalous dispersion
Kettler-Helmholtz
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The inverse problem
Find the optical constants consistent with absorption measurements of a 
phytoplankton culture (Bricaud and Morel, 1986)

Size distribution:
Absorption measurements:

Results:
Anomalous dispersion
Kettler-Helmholtz



Size parameter x = 𝜋𝐷/𝜆 Phase shift parameter 𝜌 = 2𝑥(𝑛 − 1)
Scattering tends to have a ‘similar’ dependence for similar r (not
similar D!)

Normalization ‘simplifies’ things
Mie calculations



How does size affect 
optical properties?

How can we use optical 
properties to learn 
about size?

Optical regimes – primarily size-dependent

Clavano et al. 2007



Scattering  and backscattering by phytoplankton

Whitmire et al., 2010

In cultures (Whitmire et al., 2010)

Comparison with Mie theory 
(Stramski et al., 2001)

bb+Fchl

“Missing backscattering enigma” 
(Stramski et al., 2004)



Backscattering ratio - sensitivity to 
composition and size

Backscattering ratio                              depends on:

1. Index of refraction (n)  
2. Slope of PSD (x)

Twardowski et al., 2001

( )pbpbp bbb º
~



Backscattering ratio (55,000 observations from NJ shelf): 
consistent with theoretical prediction.

Varies from: 
inorganic particles

phytoplankton

Boss et al., 2004



Particles are not spheres... does it matter for IOPs?

Clavano et al., 2007



Karp-Boss et al., 2007

Shape consideration



Shape approximations
for light scattering calculations 
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Clavano et al., 2007

Quantifying 
differences due 
to shape:

WILHELMINA R. CLAVANO, EMMANUEL BOSS & LEE KARP-BOSS

20

Figure 8 Biases for attenuation, Lc (A, B), absorption, La (C, D), scattering, Lb (E, F), and backscattering, Lbb

(G, H), for spheroids as a function of size, D [µm] (primary x-axis, bottom), with corresponding phase shift
parameter, W (secondary x-axis, top). Each line represents a different aspect ratio, s/t (legend is shown in
panel D). Results were derived as in Figure 6 for two different types of particles: a phytoplankton-like particle
with refractive index m = 1.05 + i0.01 (A, C, E, G) and an inorganic-like particle with m = 1.17 + i0.0001
(B, D, F, H).
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Modeled bias in optical 
efficiencies for non-spheres 
(note: here 𝛾 is ratio of Q 
relative to a sphere)

• Departure from spherical 
shape leads to size-
dependent biases in 
optical efficiencies

• Non-spheres have larger 
cross-sections than 
spheres



Does orientation matter?



Does orientation matter?

McFarland et al. Diatom Orientation and Light Absorption

FIGURE 4 | Density (σt ), chlorophyll a concentrations (µg L−1), and backscatter (m−1) for each of three vertical profiles (A–C).

FIGURE 5 | Example extended depth of field image from the phytoplankton

thin layer in profile C showing predominantly horizontal orientation of diatom

colonies. Scale bar (lower left) represents 1 mm.

layer (Figure 5). The orientation distributions for each profile
(Figure 6) revealed high concentrations of large (>100 µm),
horizontally oriented particles at 3–4 m depth with angles

below ∼20 degrees. Particle concentrations were lower and
orientation distributions were more uniform above and below
the thin layer. As seen with backscatter, particle concentrations
determined from image analysis were also higher at depths >20
m, especially in profile A (Figure 6A), most likely due to sinking
and flocculating detritus (Alldredge et al., 2002). Total modeled
particle concentrations for all orientations ranged from 5.45 to
22.3 particles mL−1. The mean volume analyzed for estimates
of aph at each depth was 61.2 mL. This varied somewhat with
the descent rate of the instrument package (standard deviation
of 24.2 mL).

Model results show absorption peaks in vertical profiles
corresponding to the depth of the thin layer (Figure 7).
Modeled aph (676 nm) at the thin layer peak for each Ci is
shown in Table 1. Intracellular chlorophyll a concentrations
had a substantial impact on modeled values of aph which
increased approximately five fold between the lowest and
highest values of Ci (0.3 and 3 kg m−3) at the thin layer
peak. A slight increase in modeled aph values at depths
>20 m was seen in profile A (Figure 7), but no increase
was observed in measured apg at these depths despite higher
backscatter (Figure 4).

The effect of orientation on absorption, "aph, is shown in
Table 1 and in Figure 6 overlaid on the observed orientation
distributions for each profile. We found positive modeled values
of "aph for colonies within the thin layer. "aph also increased
with increasing Ci. When compared to modeled and measured
absorption (Table 1), values of "aph ranged from 4.5 to 24.5% of
modeled aph and from 0.7 to 31% of measured apg . There was no
increase in "aph at depths >20 m in profile A despite indication
of some preferential horizontal orientation.

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 6 July 2020 | Volume 7 | Article 494

McFarland, et al. 2020

• In situ digital holography (more on this later today)
• D. brightwellii diatom colonies with preferential 

orientation increased aɸ by 4.5-24.5%.

McFarland et al. Diatom Orientation and Light Absorption

FIGURE 2 | Illustration of the geometric optics model used to estimate

absorption by diatom colonies. Cells and colonies are represented by prolate

spheroids with major axes, minor axes, and orientation determined from image

analysis (Figure 1). Modeled ray paths originated from above and included 6

internal reflections. Absorption cross section was determined from the

decrease in radiant flux along internal ray paths (shown in red) and integration

over the vertically projected area.

A value of 0.014 m2 mg–1 was used for a∗ph, appropriate for the
large coastal phytoplankton found in East Sound (Bricaud et al.,
1995; Roesler and Barnard, 2013).

Vertical profiles of aph at 676 nm were modeled for
phytoplankton populations in their measured orientations (aph)
and in simulated random orientations (arph) by assigning
randomly generated angles to all spheroids. Random angles were
assigned five times and arph was determined as the mean over all
randomized orientations. We computed the parameter !aph as
the difference between aph and arph (!aph = aph − arph). !aph,
therefore, represents the effect of the measured, non-random
orientation distribution on absorption. Positive values indicate a
net increase in aph relative to random orientations while negative
values indicate a net decrease.

2.6. Model Validation
Accuracy of the geometric optics model was assessed by
comparison with Lorenz-Mie theory for homogeneous spheres
of various diameter and complex refractive index (Bohren and
Huffman, 1998). The imaginary part of the complex refractive
index (n′) was calculated according to Morel and Bricaud (1986):

n′ =
acmλ

4πm

Where acm is the intracellular absorption coefficient at
wavelength λ (676 nm) and m is the corresponding refractive

FIGURE 3 | Comparison of absorption efficiencies (Qa) at 676 nm calculated

with geometric optics (geo, solid lines) and Lorenz-Mie theory (mie, dashed

lines) for spheres of various size and intracellular chlorophyll content (Ci ).

index of sea water (1.3368) at a temperature of 12◦C and
salinity of 30 PSU (Quan and Fry, 1995). Model estimates
of Qa at 676 nm were compared for intracellular chlorophyll
concentrations between 0.1 and 4 kg m–3 and cell diameters
ranging from 2 to 400 µm (Figure 3). The geometric optics
model produced slightly smaller estimates of absorption than
Lorenz-Mie theory. Comparison of model outputs showed
that absorption efficiencies varied by less than 2.5% between
the two models for this range of sizes and refractive indices.
The largest difference between the models was found at high
intracellular chlorophyll concentrations for 60 µm diameter
spheres. Differences decreased with increasing particle size.

3. RESULTS

Vertical profiles of density, backscatter, and chlorophyll a
for three separate casts revealed shallow thin layers of high
phytoplankton biomass along the pycnocline (Figure 4). EDF
images reconstructed from in situ holographic video showed
these thin layers to be composed primarily of the colonial
diatom Ditylum brightwellii (Figure 5). Other less abundant
chain forming diatoms included Eucampia zodiacus, various
species of Chaetoceros, Dactyliosolen fragillisimus, Skeletonema
sp., Stephanopyxis turris, Leptocylindrus danicus, Cerataulina
pelagica, and Pseudo-nitzschia sp. Phytoplankton samples
collected with a net tow and examined with a conventional
microscope confirmed these identifications. Backscatter profiles
also show an increase in non-algal or detrital particles at depths
>15 m, most likely due to sinking detrital material and particle
flocculation (Figure 4, Alldredge et al., 2002; Sullivan et al., 2005;
McFarland et al., 2015).

Preferential horizontal orientation of long diatom chains
was clearly visible in EDF images acquired within the thin
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McFarland et al. Diatom Orientation and Light Absorption

FIGURE 6 | Orientation distributions (bottom x-axis) for three profiles (A–C) and modeled change in absorption (!aph) due to orientation (top x-axis) at 0.3, 1.0, and

3.0 kg m−3 intracellular chlorophyll concentrations (Ci ). Color scale shows the concentration of colonies at a particular depth and orientation. Modeled !aph values are

the difference between measured and simulated random orientations.

FIGURE 7 | Modeled phytoplankton absorption coefficients (aph) at 0.3, 1.0, and 3.0 kg m−3 intracellular chlorophyll concentrations (Ci ) and measured total

absorption coefficients (apg) at 676 nm for three profiles (A–C).

4. DISCUSSION

The optical model used in this study showed an increase
in absorption of 4.5–24.5% for populations of horizontally
oriented diatom colonies relative to random orientations.
Computations were based on the measured orientation and
size distribution of a natural phytoplankton community,

and the modeled effects were repeated over three separate
profiles. Results suggest that horizontal orientation helps
maximize light absorption by relatively large (>100 µm
length), high aspect ratio (length/width > 3) phytoplankton.
This may allow horizontally oriented cells and colonies to
achieve higher rates of photosynthesis and growth under light
limited conditions.
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FIGURE 6 | Orientation distributions (bottom x-axis) for three profiles (A–C) and modeled change in absorption (!aph) due to orientation (top x-axis) at 0.3, 1.0, and

3.0 kg m−3 intracellular chlorophyll concentrations (Ci ). Color scale shows the concentration of colonies at a particular depth and orientation. Modeled !aph values are

the difference between measured and simulated random orientations.

FIGURE 7 | Modeled phytoplankton absorption coefficients (aph) at 0.3, 1.0, and 3.0 kg m−3 intracellular chlorophyll concentrations (Ci ) and measured total

absorption coefficients (apg) at 676 nm for three profiles (A–C).

4. DISCUSSION

The optical model used in this study showed an increase
in absorption of 4.5–24.5% for populations of horizontally
oriented diatom colonies relative to random orientations.
Computations were based on the measured orientation and
size distribution of a natural phytoplankton community,

and the modeled effects were repeated over three separate
profiles. Results suggest that horizontal orientation helps
maximize light absorption by relatively large (>100 µm
length), high aspect ratio (length/width > 3) phytoplankton.
This may allow horizontally oriented cells and colonies to
achieve higher rates of photosynthesis and growth under light
limited conditions.
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Internal structure:

Backscattering dominated by membrane.



Coated-sphere model predicts higher backscattering ratio

For x=4,
58% increase for phytoplankton
12% increase for inorganic

Twardowski et al., 2001

Duforier-Gaurier et al., 2018



Organelli et al., 2018

Mie

Coated spheres (inside=1.06, shell=1.13) :

We get better 
agreement with 
observation if we 
account for 
internal structure:







A. Disks with Periodic Radial Structures

In Subsection 3.A it was found that disks with peri-
odic structures (pinwheels) could be modeled either
with meff ! 1.10 (rather than the actual 1.20) or with
the random model with an index of 1.20 (and half of
the atoms removed), as long as s!"Water # 0.25. Does
this hold for larger disks? I computed the scattering
for a pinwheel with Dd ! 2.7 $m, t ! 0.1352 $m, and
n ! 6. This disk size was used by Gordon and Du7 in
comparing the DDA and T-matrix computations to
find criteria for the dipole lattice spacing and the
orientational averaging to insure sufficient accuracy
for our purposes. For this pinwheel, s!"Water ! 0.25
occurs when t!"Water ! 0.257, so if the earlier conclu-

sions holds for this pinwheel, we would expect a de-
parture of the scattering from the m ! 1.10 disk or
the physical optics model to occur near t!"Water !
0.257. Figure 7 shows that this departure occurs pre-
cisely as expected, suggesting that the conclusions
are valid for the larger disklike structures as well.

B. Spherical Caps

Figure 8 provides a comparison of the backscattering
by a disk with Dd ! 2.7 $m and a spherical cap with
the same projected area and with %s ! 31°. The
comparison is similar to that shown in Fig. 6 for
Dd ! 1.55 $m. In this case the sagittal distance Ls is
348 nm, which is greater than the wavelength in wa-
ter "300 nm# corresponding to a vacuum wavelength
of 400 nm. Thus even though the deviation between
the disk and the spherical cap is more than one wave-
length, their backscattering is quantitatively similar,
at least for t!"Water up to 0.26, and nearly identical for
t!"Water & 0.15.

5. Concluding Remarks
In this study I have compared the backscattering of
disklike objects possessing periodic structures (pin-
wheels) or wavelength-sized deviations from a flat disk
(spherical caps). The goal of the study was to obtain
some understanding of the differences between the
backscattering of a collection of such objects in random
orientation and a collection of randomly oriented ho-
mogeneous disks of the same size. The ultimate pur-
pose was to understand the extent to which the spokes
in, and the curvature of, the individual coccoliths in
Figs. 1 and 2 might influence coccolith backscattering.

The computations for pinwheels showed that their
backscattering cross sections were nearly identical to
those of homogeneous disks of similar sizes (but with
m reduced to meff ! 1.10) as long as s!"Water & 0.25.
Pinwheels satisfying this criterion also scattered in
the same manner as disks having half of the dipoles
removed from random locations within the disk. Thus
when s!"Water & 0.25, there is essentially no differ-
ence in backscattering between the periodic structure
and the structure of small random voids (in disklike
particles) with the same total mass. In this regime
the backscattering is totally governed by the parti-
cle’s gross morphology and effective index "meff#. For
s!"Water ' 0.25, departures from a homogeneous disk
are observed and manifested as a significant increase
(many times) in backscattering. In this regime the
fine-scale structure is as important as the gross mor-
phology. I can provide no detailed explanation for the
backscattering increase when s!"Water ' 0.25; how-
ever, consideration of the fact that the physical optics
model7 provides a quasi-quantitative description of
the backscattering by a homogeneous disk, suggests
that interference plays a key role in determining (b.
Evidently, this interference is seriously disrupted
when s!"Water ' 0.25.

Regarding the detached coccoliths, the pinwheel
computations suggest that the spokes in the upper
plate of the coccolith shown in Fig. 2, which have a
scale of 50–150 nm may have to be explicitly mod-

Fig. 7. Comparison of the backscattering cross section of a pin-
wheel with Dd ! 2.7 mm and n ! 6 with that of a full disk with
m ! 1.10. Also shown is the physical optics model of Gordon and
Du (Ref. 7) for m ! 1.10.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the backscattering coefficients of a disk
"Dd ! 2.7 $m# and the associated spherical cap as a function of the
thickness of the disk. Also shown are the results of the physical
optics model of Gordon and Du (Ref. 7) for m ! 1.20.

20 September 2006 ! Vol. 45, No. 27 ! APPLIED OPTICS 7171

eral understanding of the influence of the structure
feasible by using the discrete dipole approximation
(see Subsection 2.C), i.e., doable with reasonable com-
putation times. The applicability of the conclusions to
disks of larger size !"2.7 !m# will be demonstrated
with computations for a few carefully chosen cases.

To investigate the influence of periodic fine struc-
ture in a disklike object on backscattering, symmetric
portions of the disk were removed. Specifically, the
disk was divided into equal angle sectors of angle "#,
and alternate sectors were removed. The angle "#
was given by

"# $
2%

2n ,

where n is an integer. Figure 3 provides the positions
of one layer of dipoles for the resulting structures for
n $ 4 to 7. I will refer to these objects as “pinwheels.”

If we let s be the arc length of the open (or closed)
regions at the perimeter of the pinwheel, then
s $ Dd"#$2, where Dd is the diameter of the disk. The
values of s for the various cases that I examined are
provided in Table 1. It is worth remarking that a
wavelength of 400 nm in vacuum is reduced to
300 nm in water, so as n progresses from 4 to 7 in
Table 1, s takes on the values !, &$2, &$4, and &$8 for
blue light. One of the main goals of this study is to

Fig. 3. Positions of a single layer of dipoles in the pinwheel models: (a) n $ 4, (b) n $ 5, (c) n $ 6, and (d) n $ 7.

Table 1. s as a Function of n

n
s

(nm)

4 294.5
5 147.3
6 73.6
7 36.8
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determine the relationship between s and ! where the
periodic structure becomes important to the back-
scattering.

In addition, to understand the relative importance
of fine structure and gross morphology, I computed
the scattering by a full disk, but with half of the
atoms removed from positions selected at random
within the disk. Such a disk would have the same
number of atoms as the pinwheels, but there would
be no periodicity to the structure. This is referred to
as the random disk.

Finally, previous attempts have been made to
model the scattering of inhomogeneous particles, i.e.,
internal variations in the refractive index, by replac-
ing the inhomogeneous particle by a homogeneous
particle, having the same gross morphology, but with
an effective refractive index !meff".8 There are many
ways of determining the effective index. For example,
one might assume that the effective dielectric con-
stant is the volume average of the individual dielec-
tric constants, i.e., if K1 and K2 are the dielectric
constants of the constituents, the effective dielectric
constant is Keff ! v1K1 " v2K2 or meff

2 ! v1m1
2 "

v2m2
2, where the vi are the fractional volumes occu-

pied by component i. Alternatively, one might assume
that the effective index is the volume-weighted aver-
age index, i.e., meff ! v1m1 " v2m2, or a number of
more sophisticated approximations.9–12 The refrac-
tive index of the disk material (relative to water) is
taken to be m ! 1.20. The various methods of forming
an effective medium, with equal parts by volume of
refractive indices 1.00 and 1.20, all yield meff # 1.10, so
I also examined a full disk (with no missing atoms)
with meff ! 1.10. Clearly, when the backscattering
from disks with a periodic fine structure can be effec-
tively computed from a full disk with meff, the gross
morphology is more important than the specifics of
the fine structure.

B. Spherical Caps

The spherical cap dimensions were chosen to be sim-
ilar in thickness and size to the disks in Subsection
3.A: the projected area of the cap when viewed broad-
side was the same as that of the disk (Fig. 4). The
radius of the sphere Rs was chosen so that the half
angle "s was 31°. This is approximately the half angle
subtended by the individual coccoliths forming the coc-
cosphere. Note that the sagittal distance Ls!!Dd

2$8Rs) is
approximately 200 nm or approximately two thirds
the wavelength of light in the medium (water) corre-
sponding to the blue portion of the visible spectrum.
Thus one would reasonably expect differences in the
scattering by this cap and the similar disk.

C. Computational Method

Following Gordon and Du,7 I used the discrete di-
pole approximation (DDA) developed by Draine and
co-workers13–15 to carry out the scattering computa-
tions. Briefly, in this approximation the scattering
object is represented by a cubic lattice of polarizable
dipoles, with the boundary of the lattice coincident

with the surface of the particle. Each dipole experi-
ences the incident electric field along with the in-
duced field of each of the other dipoles. The scattered
field is then determined by a coherent sum of the
radiation field of each dipole. In this way, the scat-
tering of a particle of any shape in any orientation can
be estimated. Averaging over orientation provides
the scattering by a collection of such particles with
random orientation. For an accurate representation
of the scattering, it is required that mkd ## 1, where
m is the refractive index of the particle relative to the
medium (here the medium is water), k is the wave-
number !2#$$, where ! is the wavelength of the light
in the medium: $ ! $Vacuum$mWater), and d is the lattice
spacing of the dipoles. For randomly oriented disklike
particles with diameters %2.7 %m and thicknesses
%0.13 %m, Gordon and Du7 found that &b could be
computed with an error '10% (compared with
T-matrix computations16) for mkd # 0.6. Here I have
adjusted the lattice of each DDA computation to keep
mkd ' 0.5 and usually '0.4. I expect that the error
in the &b is %5%.

3. Results of the Computations

A. Disks with Periodic Radial Structures

The results of the computations of &b carried out for
1.5 %m pinwheels are provided in Fig. 5, which dis-
plays &b as function of the thickness !t" of the disk
divided by the wavelength of the light in water
!$Water". Three thickness of the disk are used: 0.05,
0.10, and 0.15 %m. The wavelength !Water covers the
range from 200 to over 1000 nm. The dashed black
curve corresponds to the physical optics model of
backscattering7 for a refractive index of 1.10. In the
physical optics model, light rays are reflected from
the disk according to the laws of geometrical optics;
however, account is taken of the interference between

Fig. 4. Schematic showing the relationship between the disk and
the associated spherical cap.

20 September 2006 $ Vol. 45, No. 27 $ APPLIED OPTICS 7169

Gordon, 2006:

Take-home:  
Gross morphology is 
the major control on 
backscattering (for 
coccolith-like 
particles)

Fine structures with 
sizes > 0.25λ  did 
cause backscattering 
to depart from a 
geometric optics 
model.



Aggregation (packing) in the marine environment

The rate of aggregation depends on [concentration]2

Mechanisms for encounter: Brownian motion, differential settling, turbulent 
shear, and biological processes

Aggregates sink faster than their component particles.

Aggregates break when shear is too high

Camera pictures at 1 meter above bottom, at a 12m deep site within 1day:

Dominated by <100um particles Dominated by >1000um particles



Aggregation (packaging) and IOPs

Aggregation approximately ‘conserves’ area not volume

Water fraction 
modeled as in 
Khelifa and Hill, 
2006

Theoretical calculations

Observed range{

Boss et al., 2009, OE

Aggregates

Single grain

For marine aggregates, size and solid fraction are 
related:  the bigger the aggregate, the greater its fluid 
fraction, like a stretched-out cotton ball.

4mm



Effect of aggregation on the mass-specific attenuation  - lab experiment

Slade et al., 2011



How do we test that aggregation is important in-situ?

Boss et al., 2009, OE

Small effect on cp large effect on b



àIt is important that we consider aggregation when dealing 
with particle suspensions. 

For aggregates we cannot simply assume:

Such suspensions occur in open ocean as well as coastal 
areas

Aggregation is essential for predicting the under-water light 
field as settling velocity, ws µ Dr × D2 and ws increases with
D.
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“Biological aggregation” processes...? 

per unit volume [38], they can have relatively high carbon and
protein per unit dry mass; as such, they may represent a valuable
food source, particularly at times of prey scarcity [39,40].
Mucous-mesh grazers are increasingly recognized as prey for
higher trophic levels (figure 3). Thaliaceans [18,41–44], appendi-
cularians [45,46] and pteropods [11,47,48] contribute a significant
proportion of the diet for several fish species and as such can
provide a more expedited trophic link to fisheries production [8].

Mucous-mesh grazers also influence the marine particle
field through their production of mucous aggregates that con-
tribute to the downward flux of organic matter, sinking at
rates ranging from 80 to 800 m day21 (figure 2) [27,49]. Dis-
carded appendicularian houses and thecosome webs contain
accumulated pico- and nano-plankton [50–52]. They can also
serve as microhabitats with elevated levels of heterotrophic bac-
terial growth and remineralization [53–56]. Because many of
these mucous aggregates can fluoresce and luminesce [57],
both visual feeders and non-visual flux-feeders consume
them [15,52,58–62] (figure 3).

All mucous-mesh grazers sequester biogenic carbon
through production of faecal pellets that sink at high rates
(figure 2) [63], except those of doliolids, which are not as
compact [64]. Faecal pellets tend to contain more refractory
carbon than discarded feeding structures, but can also be a
food source for other zooplankton [65]. Only pteropods pro-
duce pseudofaeces, composed of mucus and rejected food
particles (figures 2 and 3) [58].

Abundance of some mucous-mesh grazers can be pulsed.
As these episodic populations die, the carcasses contribute to
‘jelly-falls,’ which provide particulate organic matter to the
seabed [66]. Pyrosomes and salps are important contributors
to jelly-falls, and doliolids and pteropods may also contribute
to a lesser-known extent [67–69] (figure 3).

4. Selective grazing using mucous meshes
We define selective feeding as ‘an imbalance between the
proportion of prey types in a predator’s diet and the proportion
in the environment’ [70]. Defining selectivity for appendicular-
ians is complicated by the distinction between the preferential
ingestion of certain particles by the animal and the differential
retention of particles by the house (figure 4), although both
processes can affect ambient particle size spectra and compo-
sition [71]. We review physical selection mechanisms that
depend on the properties of the particles and mechanisms
that depend on grazer behaviour (figure 4). Although this
framework suggests these mechanisms are discrete, in many
cases the selection process depends on the interaction between
particle properties and a behavioural response.

5. Physical selection mechanisms
(a) Size
Mucous-mesh grazers feed in a low Reynolds number environ-
ment with thick viscous boundary layers because of the fine
mucous-mesh fibres [34]. Within this viscous regime, all
mucous-mesh grazers exhibit mechanical, size-dependent
selection (figure 1) with a lower limit of particle retention (set
in part by the dimensions of the filter pores), and an upper
limit that is set by the diameter of the mucous mesh or the ani-
mal’s mouth (electronic supplementary material, table S2).
The upper and lower limits of particle retention vary consi-
derably by species (figure 1), but all appear to capture
submicron particles with imperfect (less than 100%) efficiency
[9,27,36,72–76]. Despite this, cells in the picoplankton size
range (0.2–2 mm) can still constitute an important contribution
to the energetic demands of these organisms [36].
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Figure 2. Hydrodynamics, mesh morphologies, and flux of mucous-mesh grazers. PF: pharyngeal filter; FCF: food-concentrating filter; IF: inlet filter prior- (top) and
post-inflation of the house (bottom); MW: mucous web. Photographs courtesy of: Linda Ianniello for Clio sp. and Corolla sp., S. Bush for Peraclidae mucous web, &
2008 MBARI, Ron Gilmer for Cavolinia uncinata faecal material [10]. Salpidae flux rates based on the faecal pellets of Pegea confoederata [24]; Oikopleuridae flux
rates based on Oikopleura dioica faecal pellets [25] and houses [26]; Thecosomata flux rates based on the mucous webs of Limacinia retroversa [27] and faecal
material of Corolla spectabilis [9]. (Online version in colour.)
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Summary:

There is still a lot of work to do in ocean optics:

1. Account for diversity in shape.

2. Account for diversity in internal structure.

3. Account for diversity in packaging.

Both theoretical and observational (VSF, polarization) advances are 
needed.


